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abstract
the influence of scale on pretend play
FEBRUARY,

1988

JEANNE GOLDHABER, B.A., SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
M.ED., ANTIOCH COLLEGE
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor George Forman

This study investigated the relationship between toy scale and
selected measures of pretend play in preschool-aged children.

The

subjects were 14 3-year-olds and 14 5-year-olds, with 7 males and 7
females in each age group.
The children were presented two replica displays on two
separate occasions.

The displays were similar in all aspects but

scale, with one display's toys approximately 7 times larger than
those in the other displav.
counter—balanced.

Order of display presentation was

Each session was videotaped and subsequently

coded.
As predicted, repeated measures ANOVA's (age x sex x scale)
indicated that the larger scale props elicited significantly more
object-to-self pretense than the smaller scale, while the smaller
scale props elicited significantly more efforts to arrange the
props in spatial configuarations.

A significant main effect for

age was uncovered, with the older children demonstrating more
thematic transitions than the younger children.
analysis indicated

Chi square

that children who role play with one display are

likely to role play with the other.
IV

The results from this study Indicate scale Influences certain
measures of preschoolers' pretend play and should he considered by
clinicians, educators, and

researchers when choosing toys for their

work with young children.

In particular, clinicians or educators

who are hoping to provoke representational play from children whose
pretend play has been identified as delayed or atypical may choose
to employ larger scale toys.

Teachers who are Interested In

provoking or strengthening a child's construction of early number
concepts should consider the use of smaller scale objects.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Some of us have spent a pood many years watching children
pretend.

Those who get paid to do it probably come from one of two

orientations.

The observers who hope to gain a better

understanding of a child's emotional health most likely have a
perspective which reflects if not the principles than at least the
spirit of Freud’s views on psychological development (1909/1962).
Their interest in children's pretense is probably clinical in
nature and their observations are usually descriptive and
interpretive.
The other group of child watchers has a more academic bias.
These observers are interested in the more cognitive aspects of
children's pretend play and interpret what they see through lenses
provided by Piaget's theory of cognitive development.

Their

observations can be descriptive (Copple, Cocking, and Mathews,
1984; Nicolich,

1977) or empirical (Belsky & Most, 1981).

These two orientations share some basic underlying principles.
Both Freud and Piaget were interested in the child's pretense
because of the emotional or mental activity it reflects.

Freud

interpreted a child's pretense as an expression of his or her
unfulfilled needs or unresolved fears or anxieties (1909/1962).
Piaget saw pretense as pure assimilation of the child's reality to
his or her cognitive schemata (1962).
shared

However, both theorists

the view that children’s pretense is primarily an expression

of the child's inner state.
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Freud and Piaget's treatment of the object or tov with which
the child chose to pretend was also similar, in that both theorists
placed little importance on the influence of the immediate
environment on the child's behavior.

Instead, Freud and Piaget

viewed the object as a vehicle which the child used to express his
or her emotions or schema.
The object's role in children's pretense, however, was soon
addressed bv both the clinically-inclined students of Freud and the
academically-inclined students of Piaget.

Melanie Klein introduced

the use of a set of small toys in her psychotherapy with voung
children in the early 1920's.

Klein argues that children's play

with these toys serves the same purpose to the therapist as free
association serves in his or her work with adults:
access to the child's unconscious (Klein,

that is, direct

1955/1979).

since become a standard tool for play therapists.

Tovs have

However, the

therapist's toy choice is often based on the play therapist's
personal preference, space limitations, and budgetary
considerations (Beiser,

1958/1979: Lebo,

1958/1979).

The role of the object has received closer scrutiny in
research which has a cognitive focus.

Interest in the object's

role is reflected in early studies investigating the influence of a
number of different aspects of the environment on children's play
(Gramza,

1973; Johnson,

1935; Pelligrini, 1984; Rubin,

1977: Shure,

1963) as well as more recent investigations of the role of very
specific attributes of the object in play (McGhee, Ethridge, &
Benz,

1984; Pulaski,

1973).

The interaction between the child's

2

developmental level and the object's perceptual cues has also been
examined (Elder & Pederson,

1978: Jackowitz & Watson,

1980).

Consequentlv, those of us who practice the art of child
watching have available a wide range of data.

Unfortunately,

if we

are observing a child to determine his or her emotional status, we
are most likely unfamiliar with research findings on the influence
tovs have on the young child’s pretending.

On the other hand, if

we are observing in hopes of better understanding the object's role
in a child's pretense, we are probably not interested in pursuing
the clinical relevance of our observations.

The following chapter

is an effort to bridge this gap by discussing both areas of
research.

Upon review of a broad range of studies which include

both cognitive and clinical perspectives, an argument is made that
of all the object and toy attributes investigated, scale has yet to
be addressed.

This dissertation describes a study which

investigates the influence of toy scale on young children's pretend
play.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter reviews research on the effects of the
environment on pretend play which has emerged from both clinically
and cognitively oriented research.
Studies which investigate the influence of various aspects of
the child's immediate environment on her pretend plav are discussed
as well as those which investigate children's use of toys from a
clinical perspective.

Several investigations include findings or

descriptive data on the affective qualitv of children's responses
as well.

When this information is available, it is noted, as well

as sex and age differences.

Finally, areas of overlap are

discussed and the argument is made that of those object attibutes
that have been investigated, one of the most obvious, the object's
or toy's scale, has been overlooked as a contributing factor in
young children's pretense by both the clinically and cognitively
oriented research.
Theoretical Rationale
Investigators of the immediate environment's influence on
children's behavior refer to the work of both Kurt Lewin and J.J.
Gibson as providing the theoretical basis for their research. In
his essay, "Environmental Forces in Child Development,"

Lewin

(1935) suggests a complex relationship exists between the child s
behavior, his or her individual characteristics, and the "momentarv
structure of the existing situation" (p. 71).
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Gibson discusses
(1979).

the environment in terms of its "affordances"

The affordances of

animal,

relative

posture and

the environment are what they offer the

to such animal characteristics as

size.

its behavior,

Gibson is describing a complementarv

relationship between the animal and its environment.
solid

horizontal surfaces

relative
These

to

that are sufficiently extended and

the weight of

surfaces are

the ground,

child,

walk-on-able,

Moreover,

if

this

and

to that animal.
run-over-able

surface is knee-high

the habit of sitting as opposed

to kneeling

The affordance of the surface is also relative

the height of
small

support

rigid

it affords sitting to certain cultures of the

human species who have
or squatting.

the animal afford

stand-on-able,

for quadrupeds and bipeds.
above

For example,

the

individual.

If

to

the surface is knee-high to a

it affords sitting to the

child,

while this same

surface may not afford sitting to a tall adult.
Obiects also have affordances,
of behaviors,
size of

particularly to animals with hands.

the animal,

throwing, wielding,
obiect and

distance which is
a

such as grasping,

and even,

Both the size of

trace-making.

the animal's hand must be considered

the object's affordance.

to afford grasping,

Depending on the

objects afford behaviors

the size of

discussion of

and afford a tremendous variety

For example,

its opposite surfaces must be

less

than

for an object

Consequently,

five inch cube can be grasped by an adult-sized hand,
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in a

separated by a

the animal's hand span.

a child-sized hand.

the

but not by

In his discussion of
observer or perceiver and
Lewin

the object,

Gibson

(1982)

in one of his discussions of affordance.

in Lewin's
the

the "ecological" relationship between the

(1935)

observer and

inclination

discussions of

related

the

to

edible

related

that a person's

to the need

in the

For example,

something

that

not only edible when a person is hungry.

regardless of

edible because of

that

that an object's affordance is not

observer's needs.

affords eating is

Gibson recalls

he proposes

to act on an object is
Gibson suggests

to

the dynamic interaction between

the environment,

observer.

refers

the consumer's hunger.

In addition,

It is
it is

the complementary relationship that exists

between the person's anatomy and

the objects

in his or her

environment that are edible.
In summary,

affordances do not cause behavior, but do

constrain behavior.
certain behavioral
features.
will

is

therefore more

likely to observe

responses given a particular set of object

Observations

be discussed

addition,

One

from studies

reviewed

in a later section

in terms of Gibson's concept of affordance.

the argument

In

that scale may influence young children’s

pretense will be discussed with reference

to the concept of

af fordance.
Equipment Size and Number,

Play Space Size,

and Number of Children

Several studies have investigated Lewin's (1935) "existing
situation" in their examination of such environmental issues as
effect of amount of equipment,
Findings

from these

space size,

the

and number of children.

studies suggest a child’s social and physical
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involvement are

influenced by such global

play equipment,

group size,

amount of space

(Johnson,

Johnson (1935)
elicited

amount and

1935;

reports

factors as

size of apparatus,

Smith & Connolly,

that a

reduction

in

and

1980).

reduction in play equipment

less bodily exercise, but more games, undesirable

behavior,

and

increase

social contacts among preschool-aged children.

in equipment resulted

Descriptive data suggest
exercise and

in the opposite

An

tendencies.

the girls were more involved

in bodily

the boys were more occupied with the materials and

demonstrated more undesirable behavior.
Smith and

Connollv

(1980)

limited due

to small

and

statistical analysis.

lack of

sample

suggest

Behavior (Smith & Connollv,
were

The Ecology of Preschool
reports a series of

three years in which the authors

including

They investigated a number of environmental

the effect of number of

play equipment on children's play.

the effect of group size
are more

indicate

play space,

Their findings concerning

that children in a larger group

reeordings of "no activity" In the larger group

In the smaller group.

few as

children,

likely to engage In table play, and In play with same-sex

peers, with more
than

studies which

to overcome methodological problems which they identified

in Johnson's research.
variables

inadequate scoring techniques,

1980)

conducted over a period of

attempted

and

size,

that Johnson's research was

10)

tended

The children In the smaller group (as

to cluster more

In large sub-groups, played more

with cross-sex peers, and engaged In more pretend play.
Descriptive data suggest group sire affects males and

the

same

manner.

7

females In

Amount of play space also Influenced children's behavior,
that more vigorous activity and unusual uses of
observed

in

the

apparatus and

slide and more

smaller space.
observations

large space, while more use of

in

the apparatus were
the climbing

social contacts were observed in

the

When amount of play equipment was varied,

indicated

physically involved,

that children were less

cried and

sucked

less,

socially and

and were

less

aggressive when there was more equipment available.
Finally,

the authors also investigated whether differences in

size of materials affected children's behavior.

In this study,

children were presented

large apparatus and

Their

that children are more often involved in

findings indicate

social

small manipulatives.

and physical activity when using large apparatus.

The

greatest amount of pretend play was observed when chidren were
using the

large apparatus,

significance.
observed

although this

Object manipulation and

relationship did not reach

less physical activity were

when children were presented the small manipulatives.

Summary
The

findings

from these

children's behavior is
1935,

p.71).

studies

support Lewin's position that

related to the "existing situation" (Lewin,

Conditions such as

the size of grouping apparently

affect clustering within the group as well as
play itself.

Same

sex pairs and

larger group, while
characterized
the

size of

the

the nature of

the

table play were more common in the

fantasy play and

smaller grouping.

larger sub-groups of children
Not surprisingly, variation in

the play space also affects behavior.
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This

relationship is evident in the

findings

that more social contacts

3te likely to be observed in a limited space situation.
Finally,

the

influence of size of apparatus on young

children's play activities
more

physical and

made available,

social

while

is demonstrated

in the

findings

play occurred when large apparatus was

less physical activity and more manipulative

play occurred when small manipulatives were presented.
play was also more
the

large

that

likely

Pretend

to occur when children were plaving with

apparatus.

The findings

from this series of studies indicate

that young

children's social and physical involvement in group play is
influenced by such environmental factors as number of children,
size of

space,

and amount and

concerning the

size of apparatus.

role of age and

sex with respect to these variables

are very limited and do not allow any conclusions
However,

Findings

to be drawn.

these studies do provide some evidence that even verv

global variables may influence

the occurrence of pretend play.

Specifically,

that number of children and gross

differences

findings suggest

in size of apparatus are

related

to the occurrence of

fantasy play.
Preschool Materials
Studies

concerned with investigating the relationship between

materials commonly found
social and

cognitive play rely heavily on Parten's

participation categories
and

in a preschool classroom and preschoolers

on Smilansky's

as measures of

(see Rubin,

1977)

9

(1932)

social

the child's social behavior

cognitive play levels as

measures of

the child's cognitive behavior.

A brief

these categories mav be useful before discussing
Parten's Levels of

review of

these studies.

Social Participation

In her observational study of AO preschool-aged children,
Parten
These

(1932)
levels

identified

five

levels of social participation.

include unoccupied

participating),

(neither watching nor

onlooker (watching others play),

(plaving beside another),

parallel play

associative group play (shared play) and

cooperative group play (playing as part of a group with a common
theme,

reciprocal

roles).
9

Smilanski's Levels of Cognitive Play
Rubin describes
reflecting Piaget's

(1977)

Smilanski's cognitive play levels as

(1962) hierarchical sequence of play and as

including functional play (repetitious motor acts),
play,

(purposeful,

organized behavior),

constructive

dramatic play (the

transformation of people's and object's identities) and games with
rules.
An Early Investigation of Preschool Materials
In an early investigation of

the influence of particular

classroom materials on preschool behavior,
term "psychological ecology"

to discuss

investigation of physical environmental
of

individuals and groups"

order

(p.979).

the

Shure

(1963) drew on the

systematic

influences on the behavior

She refers

to this concept in

to support her position that children perceive certain

settings as more

appropriate

Unlike Smith and

Connolly

for some behaviors

(1980), however,
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than for others.

she is interested

in the

influence of a classroom's materials
density of children.
school's art,
support
are

block,

She observed
doll,

game,

the highest

levels of

frequently observed
the most extended

in

and book areas.

in their surroundings.

social

For example,

interaction during play were most

the doll corner;

the block corner elicited

periods of play.

in more behavior coded

activitv which is unrelated
observed

Her findings

facets of young children's plav

Significant sex differences are
engaged

than its size or

14 4-year-olds in a nursery

the view that a number of

influenced by materials

rather

reported

in this study. Boys

as irrelevant (engaging in an

to the area's prescribed activity) when

in the art and doll areas and engaged

plav when observed

in the doll area;

in more associative

girls engaged

irrelevant behavior in the block area.

in more

Girls also demonstrated

more constructive play and more cooperative play in the doll area
and were more likely to be unengaged
More Recent

Investigations of Preschool Materials

Two recent studies

(Rubin,

Parten's and Smilansky's
investigate

in the block area.

the

1977;

Pelligrini,

social and cognitive plav categories

relationship between certain materials

preschool classroom and 3-and 4-year-olds'
Rubin

(1977)

materials and
school

the

children.

hierarchy to

1984) emploved

investigated
social

the

to

in a

play behavior.

relationship between classroom

and cognitive free plav of 40 nursery

He drew from Parten's

(1932)

social plav

identify social behavior as onlooker,

solitarv,

parallel, or *roup play (a category which includes both associative

11

and

cooperative play).

identified

Within these social play categories, he

the children's cognitive activity as being functional,

constructive, dramatic,
children's
when

or games.

His

findings

indicate that

social plav is more likely to be solitary and parallel

they are using paint and crayons, plavdough and clay,

water,

and puzzles.

However,

cognitive play levels.
children used

these materials elicited differing

Functional play was primarily observed when

the playdough,

play predominated

sand and

water,

the painting,

House play and vehicle play,

and

sand, whereas constructive

crayoning,

and puzzle activities.

on the other hand,

represented

the

greatest frequencies of both group play and dramatic play.
differences

indicated

Sex

girls played more with art materials while

boys played more with blocks and vehicles.
In a similar but more

recent study, Pelligrini

(1984)

investigated age differences when he examined 3-and 4-year-olds'
social and cognitive play in a preschool classroom's art, block,
and housekeeping areas.
with

the addition of a

Pelligrini

found

Using the Parton's levels of social play
rough and

tumble category of behavior,

that both the 3-year-olds and 4-year-olds engaged

primarily in parallel plav in the art area and
plav in the housekeeping area.
interactive play than the

The

rough and

3-year-olds engaged

four year olds

Differences in cognitive play were also

tumble

in less

in the block area.
found in each area.

The

younger children engaged primarily in dramatic play in the art
area,

while

the older children most

functional play.

frequently engaged in

The 3-year-olds tended

12

to engage In fantasy play

in

the housekeeping area, while the 4-year-olds were not

be

found

in

this area of

play occurred

the room.

in the 3-year-olds'

Both

likelv to

functional and dramatic

play in the block area, while

constructive and dramatic play was observed

in the 4- vear-old

children.
Summary
Both Rubin's and Pelligrini's
materials are more likelv
cognitive play.

that certain

to elicit particular levels of social and

For example,

parallel categories of

findings suggest

Rubin reported

social play are most

that solitary and
frequently observed

when children are engaged with materials such as sand, water,

and

puzzles, while group play predominates in the housekeeping and
vehicle prop areas. Level of cognitive play is also related
classroom material.
playdough and

Rubin reported

to

that such materials as

sand apparently elicit functional play, whereas

housekeeping props and vehicles were most often used in the service
of dramatic

play.

Pelligrini's

findings suggest

behavior is not onlv a function of
of his or her developmental
uncovered

sex differences

that a child's

the available materials but also

level, while Rubin and Shure both

in children's preferences for and play

with preschool materials.
Object Characteristics
The

influence of objects or materials on children s plav has

been discussed by first presenting findings
lens

of

Connolly

the ecological
(1980).

from the wide angle

studies of Johnson (1935)

A discussion of

several

13

and Smith and

studies which provide a

closer look at the relationship between certain preschool materials
and social and cognitive measures of young children's play followed
(Shure,

1963: Rubin,

1977; Pelligrini,

1984).

This section

includes a review of research which is interested in developing a
finer grained picture of the relationship between the object and
children's play.
Specifically,

this section will cover findings concerning the

influence of such object characteristics as visual and structural
design complexity, placement, and opaqueness as well as structure,
realism, and its form and function.

The first three

characteristics, complexity, placement, and opaqueness, are studied
in terms of their influence on play involving large motor behavior.
These studies are primarily concerned with frequency of use as
measures of preference, and provide no statistical data about how
the objects were used in play or what kind of play was elicited.
However,

the authors frequently offer their impressions of how the

children used the objects, and this information is included.

The

remaining object characteristics of structure, realism, and form
and function were studied in terms of their influence on young
children's pretend play.

Several of these studies will be

discussed in terms of Gibson's concept of affordance.
Size and Placement
Gramza and his colleagues studied the influence of object
characteristics such as complexity and placement in several
investigations of playground apparatus.
of size and placement (Witt & Gramza,

14

One study of the effects

1970) varied the placement of

two large climbing trestles, one 8 feet high and the other 6 feet
high. The authors measured the trestles'

frequency of use when

placed in center and corner positions of a large room.

Center

position was reported as favored, while the larger trestle in the
center was used more frequently than the smaller trestle in the
center.

No significant sex or age differences were found.

Design Complexity
Another investigation involving trestles (Gramza, Corush, &
Elies,

1972) studied the effects of complexity on children's play,

and found that the most complexly designed trestle attracted the
most use.

Although age differences were not investigated, sex

differences were noted in certain experimental conditions.

These

differences, however, were explained as a consequence of the boys'
efforts to take over certain trestles,
inaccessible to the girls.

thereby making them

The authors also included the

observation that children were repeatedly observed playing at the
floor level beneath the trestle, appearing to use this
partially enclosed space as a 'shelter' or 'house'

'roofed,'

in game playing.

Visual Complexity
In a study investigating the effects of visual complexity
(Gramza & Scholtz,

1974)

four large wooden boxes differing in

degree of pattern complexity were presented to 68 4-and
5-year-olds.

No preference was observed for either patterned box.

The authors concluded that visual complexitv does not effect
preference when this aspect is only one part of a multi-modal
sensory stimulus.

Age differences were not investigated and no

15

significant sex differences were found.
the children were observed

The authors did note that

climbing, sitting, standing, lying or

foot stamping on the boxes, as well as using them as their focus
for pretend play.
Opaqueness
Finally, the effect of varying .the opaqueness of large
plexiglass boxes on children's use was also investigated (Gramza,
1973).

Children's preferences for a transparent, transluscent,

and opaque plexiglass covered, enterable box were recorded.

The

author reported that children preferred the opaque and transluscent
over the transparent,

and the opaque over the transluscent.

Age

differences were not investigated and no significant sex
differences were found.

The author included the general

observation that fantasy game playing was frequent and varied, and
often involved house play and defending the lair play.
Summary
In review, several studies have investigated the influence of
such ob.iect characteristics as placement, visual and structural
design complexity, and opaqueness on children's use.

Placement and

structural complexity are shown to influence the frequency of
children's use of climbing trestles.

In addition, while children

prefer to play in large boxes which are designed to occlude light,
they show no preference for boxes differing in degree of pattern
complexity.

Age differences were not investigated and sex

differences were reported as not reaching statistical significance.
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One might refer to these findings as evidence of the influence
of an object's affordance on children's play (cf. Gibson,

1982).

If the over-riding affordance of a large box is its
climb—in-ableness" or "climb—on-top-ableness," it is not
surprising that the complexity of a design on its face does not
influence the box's use._Furthermore,

the children's preference for

the opaque box suggests that the occlusion of light plays an
important role in a box's perceived affordance. Similarlv, if one
assumes that a climbing trestle affords "climbing," then one is not
surprised to learn that the trestle that provides the most access
to climbing is the most preferred.
however,

is the authors'

Of particular interest,

observations that house play and "defend

the lair" play was a favorite theme in the children's play.

Both

the boxes and the trestles afforded spaces for climbing into and
surfaces for climbing onto.

These actions apparently elicited the

observed house and lair pretend play themes.

These observations

also support Smith and Connolly's (1980) findings that the large
apparatus tended to elicit more fantasy play.
Toy Structure
The influence of toy structure was investigated in the pretend
play of 70 kindergarten and first and second grade children
(Pulaski,
materials.

1973).

The author considered five categories of

Each category included a set of highly structured and

minimally structured toys.

Minimally structured toys included

paints and drawing paper, blocks with construction materials such
as tongue depressors and pipe cleaners, clay without any molds or
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forms,

simple

lengths of

rag dolls,

and dress-up props such as hats and

fabric. The highly structured

commercial plastic animal plaques,
vehicles, molds and

themes
was

and

The author hypothesized

materials would

pre-constructed

such as Barbie

(trademark by Hasgro),

costumes.

that

structures and

commercial dolls

(trademark by Mattel) and

ready-made,

role-specific

the minimally structured

stimulate richer and a greater variety of

than would the highly structured

partially supported

in the variety of

themes,

Her hypothesis

with the minimally structured

toys also elicited

themes.

toys

Although the minimally

fantasy themes rated as richer,

finding did not reach significance.
investigated and

materials.

fantasy

in that she found a significant difference

producing a greater variety of
structured

included paints with

cookie cutters for the clay,

with specific identities,
G.I.Joe

toys

this

Age differences were not

findings indicated

few sex differences.

Toy Realism
A recent developmental study of
on pretend play asked
months

influence of toy realism

children at 30 months,

36 months,

similar

to their

1978).

referent

The first condition consisted of objects
in their physical dimensions (child is

to comb with a flat piece of wood),

dissimilar to their

referent in both their physical attributes and
asked
was

and 42

to perform pretend actions under three different conditions

(Elder & Pederson,

asked

the

to comb with a

found

that

the

realistic object

rubber ball),

function (child is

and with no object present.

ability to pretend with an increasingly less

is a

function of age.
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While

there were no

It

significant differences by age in children's ability to pretend
with

similar objects,

the oldest children scored significantly

better than both other age groups when presented with no oblect.
There were no significant differences between
groups

in their ability to pretend with

however,

the middle and oldest

the dissimilar objects;

there was a significant difference between these

groups and

the youngest children.

two

Sex differences were not

investigated.
Using a different methodolgy, McGhee, Ethridge,
(1984)
the

investigated

the effects of

pretend play of 30

the

measures of

frequency and duration.

the

realistic

same ages.

and 30 white,

children at

realistic

play

These authors were

toys generated

middle class, male
interested in

In both groups,

presented

the older boys

they found

the most pretend play.

toys were played with the longest,

unrealistic toys were
realism,

levels of toy realism on

30-to 45-month-old and 46-to 60-month-old

low income black male children,

least

three

and Benz

first.

However,

unless

Regardless of

the

the

the degree of

in both groups demonstrated more pretend

than the younger boys.

Summary
The
Ethridge,

findings
and Benz

from the work of Pulaski
(1984)

all support

realistic toys elicit more pretense
Elder and Pederson's

(1978)

( 1973),

and Mcghee,

the position that less

from preschool-aged children.

research suggests

that a child's

ability to pretend with less realistic objects is developmental.
By and

large,

sex differences were not investigated.
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Toy Form and Function
Elder and Pederson's (1978)

investigation 0f

tov realism on pretend play involved

the effects of

requesting a child

to perform

a pretend action with an object dissimilar in both form and
function to its

referent.

A recent study extended this

investigation to determine
plays

the

in a child's object use

1980).

role an object's form and

function

in pretend play (Jackowitz & Watson,

The authors systematically varied an object's substitute

along a continuum of similarity to dissimilarity in form and
function.

They predicted a five-step developmental

children's use of

the objects.

Step

1

prototype

real phone).

(a toy phone as
Step 2

,

or

the

similar in form and

involved either the

object similar in form,

function to

function to a

transformation of an

but dissimilar in function (e.g.,

transformation of an object dissimilar in form,

similar in function (e.g.,

a walkie-talkie).

transformation of an object

a wooden block).

a banana)
but

Step 3 involved

that was dissimilar in form,

ambiguous in function (e.g.,

in

involved pretending with a

substitute object which was similar in both form and
its

sequence

the

and

Step 4 involved

pretending with an object which was dissimilar in both form and
function

(e.g.,

object at all.
years

of

age.

a

toy car)

and step 5

involved pretending with no

The children in this study were from 1
The authors'

1/2

developmental sequence was supported.

Another study investigated
by asking preschool-aged

to 2

the influence of form and

function

children to choose one of several objects

to perform a necessary pretend action (Copple, Cocking, & Mathews,
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1984).
cream,
asked

In one
and

in

the child might be asked

the other to stir some lemonade.

to choose a good

which would
the

situation,

The child would

he

spoon from among the available obiects,

include a rod and a plastic eggshell.

functionally appropriate object 65% of

differences were not

to serve ice

the

Children chose

time.

Sex

reported in either study.

Summary
Both Elder and Pederson's
Mathew's
and

(1984)

(1978)

studies support

the position

function play an important role

use of objects

and

that an object's

Moreover,

Copple et

that by the age of 4 or 5 years, children are

in using objects

that afford

the appropriate act.

example, when asked

to pretend an action which has a specific

function (to scoop)

the child chooses an object that affords

scooping.

When asked

to pretend to stir,

that affords stirring.
influence his or her
investigations

she chooses an object

The question of whether a child's sex may

responses

the

role of

play has been investigated
and

to

the

tasks presented

in these

form and

the object in a young child's pretend

in terms of

function.

the object's structure,

Objects which are minimally

structured appear

to elicit a greater variety of pretend play

themes

and

in 5-,

6-,

7-year-olds

1/2-year-olds can pretend
present,

2

For

is not addressed by the authors.

In summary,

realism,

form

in the development of a child's

in his or her pretend play.

al's data suggest
interested

and Copple, Cockings,

(Pulaski,

1973).

an action even when there

1/2-year-olds require

While 3
is no object

fairly realistic props
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(Elder &

Pederson,

1978).

When

form and

function are varied,

demonstrate a developmental progression in
tolerate physical or
1980).

By the

time

their ability to

functional dissimilarity (Jackowitz
children are preschool-aged,

choose a substitute object in terms of
it must serve

children

(Copple,

Cocking,

the

& Mathews,

f,

Watson,

they are likely to

function or affordance
1984).

Small Replica Toys
Before discussing a study which investigated

the developmental

progression in young children’s play specifically with small
replica toys,
Piaget's

earlier research which documented and refined

levels

of early pretense

1981;

Fenson, Kagen, Kearsley,

1976;

Largo & Howard,

1970).

only

Lowe,

1975;

two will be discussed

1976;

Jeffrey & McConkey,

Nicolich,

1977;

Sinclair,

in detail;

that of Nicolich

and Belsky and Most (1981).
Symbolic Play Scales.

maturity,
infants,

Nicolich (1977)
ranging in age

monthly in

the

In an effort

to assess

studied a small sample of

from 14

to

17 months.

their homes over a 12 month period.

observation,
and

& Zelazo,

(Belsky & Most,

Because of considerable agreement in findings from this

research,
(1977)

1979;

is discussed

symbolic
five female

They were observed
During each

the children were presented a standardized

child's highest

description of

the

toys

described as adapted

set of

level of pretend play was scored.
is not included,

from the

list of

(1970).
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toys

A

although they are

toys developed by Sinclair

Nicollch s proposed

levels of symbolic play correspond

Piaget's developmental progression.
(Presymbolic Schemes)
of

Nicolich's

is comparable

sensori—motor imitation,

This

to behavior which the

stage

in which the child uses an object in an

the child pretends

stage is similar to Piaget's

sensori-motor imitation,

1

to Piaget's transitional

appropriate way in the absence of a model.
(Autosymbolic Schemes),

level

to

(1962)

in which

In level 2
self-related activities.

sixth stage of

the child's pretense is

child has performed.

(Single Scheme Symbolic Games) corresponds

limited

Nicolich's level 3
to Piaget's

first

level

0

of

true

symbolic play.

The gestures at

behaviors which are outside
sensori-motor performance;
Nicolich's level 4

the realm of the child
she "feeds" mother,

unplanned.
discussion.

(holds cup

or a sequence of schemes,

Level 5

to own mouth, mother's,

although random and

(Planned Symbolic Games) involves pretend

announced object substitution of
action schemas of

and

is comparable

to Piaget's

type II and combinations of

type III.

this developmental progression,
progressed

includes a single

Piaget does not include these behaviors in his

behavior which indicates planning,

planned

's own

she "reads" a book.

(Combinatorial Symbolic Games)

action scheme on several objects
then doll's)

this level include

Nicolich s results support

indicating that "children

through the play levels at various paces but in the

order described

by Piaget"

(1977,

p.96).
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Belsky and Most's Symbolic Play Scale.
used

a cross-sectional design and a wider age

development of symbolic plav in 40 normal
backgrounds,

ranging in age

subjects were divided
were
of

from 7

These

a teapot,

a

later divided

as

developmental

a hair brush,

etc.

Wolfe,

2

teacups,

into 10-second

recorded.

step ordinal

scale as

the

supporting their proposed

Rygh,

study which investigated play with a set of

and Altshuler (1984)

the ages of 3 and 7

scale which charts

observed

years.

to ascribing it speech and action.

begins

to ascribe

sensations

finally cognitions.

By age

the girls'

the replica play
1

and 3 years, and

They developed an

the progression of children's play with

toys as beginning from treating the

terms of

This narrative

The authors describe

figure

in

to

sequence of exploration/play.

biweekly between

small

2 saucers,

intervals, with the highest level

of nine children once a week between the ages of

ordinal

Children

Mothers were instructed not

the child's play was

In a longitudinal
tovs,

The

including such items as a

of play scored within each time sample.
12

months.

to respond as naturally as possible.

A narrative of

resulting

to 21

and were presented a standardized set

a spoon,

female baby doll,

initiate play and

infants of middle class

1/2 months

toys are described

miniature baby bottle,

(1981)

range to study the

into ten evenly spaced age-groups.

observed in their homes,

toys.

was

Belsky and Most

to the

figure as a passive
Over

figure,

three years,

time,

the child

then emotions,

sex differences were noted

play being more likely to emphasize

psychological aspects of

the protrayed events, while

more

the actors'

likely to emphasize
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and

actions.

the

the boys were

Before moving on to a discussion of
at

the use of

summarize
factors,

toys in clinical

findings
sex,

settings,

research which has looked
this section will

regarding the influence of environmental

and age on young children's play in general,

and

pretend play in particular.
Environmental Factors
Findings
factors

from studies investigating

the role of environmental

in children's play suggest a child's social and physical

involvement are

influenced by such global factors as

play equipment,

group size,

amount of

(Johnson,

space

reduction in

amount and size of apparatus,

1935;

Smith & Connolly,

and

1980).

Specifically regarding pretend play,

number of children and gross

differences in size of apparatus are

reported as related

occurrence of

fantasy play (Smith & Connolly,

to the

1980).

Studies investigating the influence of preschool materials
reported differences

in measures of both social

cognitive play (Pelligrini,
Findings

specific

these studies.

to the

1984;

Rubin,

1977;

interaction and
Shure,

1963).

incidence of pretend play are reported in

Rubin reports

the greatest

frequencies of dramatic

play as house and vehicle play.
A more detailed accounting of
factors

is

found

in studies interested in the effects of particular

object characteristics,
complexity,
and

placement,

function.

the influence of environmental

There

such as visual and structural design
opaqueness,

is evidence

play with apparatus placed

structure,

to suggest

realism and

its form

that children prefer to

in a center position (Witt & Gramza,
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1970)

and are also attracted

(Gramza,

Corush,

reported

that children were

apparatus

& Elies,

for "house"

influence of

to complexly designed apparatus

1972).

The authors of

this study also

repeatedly observed using this

or "shelter" play.

A study investigating the

the effect of varying the opaqueness of large

plexiglass boxes on children’s use
opaque box (Gramza,

1973).

reported a preference

The author also reported

for the

frequent

fantasy play involving house or lair play.
An investigation of
minimally structured
themes.
themes

the influence of

toy structure reported

toys elicit a greater variety of

Although the minimally structured
rated

as richer,

significance.

this

1984;

Phillips,

Findings

reach

toys (Mcghee, Ethridge,

1945).

from studies investigating the object's form and

function's role in pretense suggest
important role
Moreover,

fantasy

influence of toy realism

reported more pretense with less realistic
& Benz,

toys elicited

relationship did not

Studies investigating the

fantasy

these object cues play an

in a young child's efforts

to make believe.

a developmental progession in the ability to imitate a

pretend action with objects which vary along a continuum of
similarity and dissimilarity in form and function is
(Elder & Pederson,
In summary,
lend

support

to

1978;

the

Jackowitz & Watson,

reported

1980).

findings from these investigations generally

the position that

the environment,

and specifically

the object plays a very important and complex role in the young
child's pretend

play.

From the ecological studies of Smith and
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Connolly (1980),
1984;

Rubin,

attributes

1977)

and

the

investigations of

(Elder & Pederson,

interactive

1978) come evidence of

The study of

the

the

influence of an oblect's scale on a

child's play is yet another facet of

warrents

specific oblect

relationship between a child's play and his or her

environment.
voung

the studies of classroom materials (Pelligrinl,

the environment

that

investigation.
Sex Differences

Of

those studies which investigated

respect

to

the effects

of

the

the environment

influence of sex with

on a young child's plav,

few uncovered

significant differences (Rubin,

Wolfe et al.,

1984).

Shure,

1963;

The dependent variables employed in Wolfe's

investigation of children's
sensitive

1977;

replica play appear to be most

to sex differences.
Age Differences

Finally,

a number of investigations have uncovered differences

in groups formed by age with respect

to

materials

1984;

(McGhee,

Ethridge, & Benz,

the effects of different
Pelligrini,

1984).

Developmental progressions of a child's ability to pretend have
also been identified
Zelazo,
These

Kearsley,

findings

child's

& O’Leary,

indicate

response

traced

1981;

Wolf,

Nicolic’n,

Rygh,

1977; lingerer,

& Altshuler,

1984).

the possibility of age influencing a

all

the studies discussed in this section can

to the Piagetian view that

on-going process

1981;

to object scale differences.

To some extent,
be

(Belsky & Most,

the child

is involved

in an

of assimilating the world o£ objects and events to
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her schemas,

in concert with accomodating these schemata to the

objects and events.
exception to this
of

pure

plays

While Piaget discussed

pretense as an

interactive process and considered

assimilation,

recent

investigations suggest

that

a much more active role in the child's pretend

Gramza et al.

(1972) hint at

that

the

play.

child's assimilation of an object

comes

level.

The next section discusses

from a different

much the same course

tradition,

in its

While

Investigations
to her pretense

is dependent on both the object's characteristics and
developmental

the object

the possibility that certain object

attributes may elicit pretend play, more recent
suggest

it an example

the child's

research which

but which has in fact

treatment of

followed

the role of the object

in

children's pretense.
Clinical Doll Play Research
Freud viewed
his

the voung child's pretense as an expression of

or her unfulfilled

needs or unresolved

" An Analysis of a Phobia
Freud discusses
indicative of
towards his

toys

the

fear,

father.

in

in a Five Year Old Boy”

the play of Hans with little

interpretation of
using

fears or anxieties.

anger and guilt

Lebo

(1958/1982)

little Hans'

the little boy feels

the

small

toys

psychoses.
depicted

that Freud's

first actual case of

therapy with young children.

Melanie Klein (1955/1979), however, was
of

(1909/1962),

toy horses as

suggests

play was

In

as a standard

These

tool

the

first to use a set

in her treatment of childhood

toys consisted of little wooden people which

both sexes and

were in

two sizes,
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small cars,

trains,

and

animals,

as well as such materials as paper,

Klein writes
"enables

that

the

the child

experience"

(p.

toys'

small size,

to express a wide

78).

chalk, and glue.

their number and variety,

range of

fantasies and

Klein took a very active role in the child's

therapy session by providing immediate psychological
interpretations

to

the child of his or her pretense.

(1946/1979) also used
used

a very limited

toys

in her work with childen.

number of

therapist's efforts

toys so as

Anna Freud
However,

she

to not interfere with

the

to develop an empathetic

relationship with

the

child.
Levy (1939/1979) used a limited
what has been termed

release

set of rather unique toys in

therapy.

Materials such as mother

dolls with either removable clay breasts or an opening in the
pelvic region in which a baby doll
to release

fits are used

to allow the child

tension which has been created by real life events.

Only children with particular histories are considered appropriate
for

this

form of

It is clear
particular,

therapy.
that

the use of

the use of dolls,

toys in play therapy,

varies according

concept both of his or her role as
toys

in engaging

therapists keep
importance of
1946/1979).
allow the
(Klein,

the child

in a

to the analyst's

therapist and

Others offer a rich variety of

1955/1979).

the

Some

to maximize the

relationship between child and

child opportunities

the role of

therapeutic relationship.

toys at a minimum in order

the

and in

therapist (Freud,

toys in an effort

to enact an array of

to

fantasies

Still others provide a limited and specific
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set of

toys designed

to promote

the

therapeutic process

for

children with particular psychological symptoms and histories
(Levy,

1938/1979).

In an effort
several

to systematize

researchers in the

the use of

toys in therapy,

1940's made an effort to investigate

some variables which may influence how children use dolls in
clinical settings.
degree

Pintler (1945)

investigated

of organization in the presentation of

accompanying props and

reported that

presentation group demonstrated

the effects of

the

the dolls and

the minimally organized

fewer instances of

aggression and more organizational behavior.

thematic

She also

reports very

few instances of self-thematic play (play in which children used
the props

in relationship to their own bodies) and of

recorded,

most were attributable

children.

those

to a very small number of

This observation led Pintler to question whether

self-thematic play is "indicative of any particular pattern of
adjustment on the part of

the child"

(p.

An early study of doll play involved
realistic set of miniature dolls and
non-realistic dolls and
(Phillips,

1945).

between degree of
reported
the

first

the

play increased
and

Phillips

third

to

the

furnishings and a set of
to 40 3- to 5

reported a positive

1/2-year-olds

relationship

third

Phillips also

While no differences in theme changes
session were found,

significantly from the

exploration and

first

the presentation of a

realism and exploratory behavior.

order effects.
to

furnishings

163).

first

aggessive and tangential
to the second session,

stereotypic thematic play decreased

session.
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from

from the

The question of whether a set of dolls reflective of the
child s own family constellation influences a child's pretense has
also been explored (Robinson,

1946).

The only variable that was

affected by this treatment condition was the degree to which the
child demonstrated behaviors indicative of self-identification,
such as instances in which the child verbally identified the doll
as him/herself,

role-played, or demonstrated an affective concern

for one particular doll.

In his summary of doll research, Sears

(1947) also reported two unpublished theses which uncover
differences in play as a function of sex and toy number.
Levin and Wardwell (1962) provide a very helpful summary of
the findings concerning the use of dolls in research that had been
conducted between 1933 and 1960.

They reported that the dolls used

in these studies were usually between 1.5 and 6 inches long,
realistically dressed and presented in a family grouping consisting
of a father, mother, brother, sister, and baby.

The dolls were

often presented in a miniaturized setting such as a doll house with
furniture.

Children were brought to a small room and told to play

with the toys in any way they desired.

There were usually two

sessions which were time—limited.
Some studies used more directive procedures such as asking the
child

to act out with the dolls an ending to a story told by the

examiner.

Studies using dolls during this period of time were

primarily concerned with measuring children's aggression, doll
I

preference, stereotypic play, the effects of separation from

I

parents and reactions to racial and religious differences.
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Finally,

the authors
Phillips,

lament

the

and Sears,

doll play procedure

fact that except for the studies of

very little advice about effective

is available

to the

Presentlv, doll play is being used
current concerns of

the

1980's.

anatomically correct dolls
sexually molested
used

to measure

to explore some of

Researchers

to determine

(White & Santilli,

Dolls are also being

A relationship is

18-month strange-situation classifications and

attachment classifications based
dolls

This

the Ainsworth's attachment

classification to preschool-aged children.
reported between

the more

today are using

to their mothers.

to extend

•

whether a child is being

1987).

children's attachment

research represents an effort

researcher or therapist.

(Bretherton & Ridgeway,

on children's play with small

1987;

Cassidy,

1987; Oppenheim,

1987).
Summary
The
can be
small

first recorded use of

traced

to Freud's

toy horses as

father.

Klein was

interpretation of a little boy's play with

indicative of his strong feelings
the

first,

toys

as a standard

have

since become widely used

However,

however,

budget.
therapist

the

towards his

to employ a set of small

tool in her therapy with young children.
in clinical

settings

how toys are used and which toys are used

matter of

which do

toys in therapy with young children

therapist's clinical training,

Very little

for children.
is largely a

office space,

and

research exists which is meant to guide

in his or her selection of
investigate

Toys

the

toys.

Of

those

few studies

effects of particular properties of
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the

tovs,

none considers

the

influence of

the

toys'

scale on the child's

pretense.

There appears to be consensus, however,

on the appropriateness

of using primarily toys which are diminuative in size in the
writing of such leaders
Fteud.

The

in the

field of child

therapv as Klein and

reasons given for this choice of scale include the

possibility that

their small size and corresponding variety and

number allow the child
experience."

(Klein,

indeed be valid,

it

to "express a wide range of

1955/1982,

p.78)

is, nevertheless,

While

fantasies and

this assumption may

untested.

Discussion
Is
toy

the

young child's

pretend play influenced by the object or

that he or she is using?

yes,

at

least in terms

(Smith & Connolly,
Rubin,

1978;

Mcghee, Ethridge,

1973),

and

1977),

its

of gross differences in the object's size

1980),

1984;

the

form and

Jackowitz & Watson,

The answer appears to be a cautious

specific preschool materials

toy's degree of realism (Elder & Pederson,
& Benz,

the

preschool
1977).

Cocking,

(Pulaski,
& Mathews,

1984;

report findings of more pretense

although this

relationship did not reach

Pretend play was most commonly observed in a

setting with housekeeping props and vehicles (Rubin,

Less

realistic

pre-school-aged
Pulaski,

structure

1980).

large apparatus,

significance.

1984) and

function (Copple,

Johnson and Connolly (1980)
with

(Pelligrini,

toys appear to elicit more pretense

children (McGhee, Ethridge,

1973) and minimally structured
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and Benz,

from

1984;

toys elicit a greater

variety of
themes

themes.

Although the minimally structured

rated a richer,

this

relationship did not reach significance

(Pulaski,

1973).

Regardless of toy realism,

play more

than younger children (Mcghee, Ethridge,

older children pretend

The ordinal scales of Belsky and Most (1981),
and Wolfe et al.

(1984)

toys elicited

and Renz,

1984).

Nicolich (1977),

indicate a developmental progression in

young children's ability to pretend.

Pelligrini's (1984)

investigation of children's play with materials suggests that a
child's pretense

is a function of both the available materials and

his or her developmental

level.

This position is supported by the

findings of a developmental progression in children's ability to
pretend with realistic and non-realistic
1978),

and objects

that vary along a continuum of

(Jackowitz & Watson,
How toys
less

form and

function

1980).

influence children's play in clinical settings is a

researched

dolls

toys (Elder & Pederson,

topic.

and props elicits

A minimally organized presentation of
fewer instances of

more organizational behavior (Phillips,

small

thematic aggression and

1945).

Phillips also

reported a greater amount of exploratory behavior in preschool-aged
children's plav with a set of small
than with the non-realistic set.
of

small dolls which reflects

are more

likely

being

(White

the

furnishings

When children are presented a set

their own family constellation,

they

to demonstrate behaviors which suggest

self-identification (Robinson,
correct dolls

realistic dolls and

1946).

The use of

anatomically

in interviews with children who are suspected of

victims of molestation

& Santilli,

is currently under investigation

1987).
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What attributes of
investigated?
oriented
one of
has

the object or toy have not been

In reviewing both the

research,

one

is struck by the

fact

the most compelling attributes of a

thus far been overlooked.

uniformity in
that

cognitively and clinically
that

toy,

Interestingly,

the

influence of

that is,

there

its scale,

is general

toy scale within the clinically oriented

research,

in

these studies use primarily toys which are diminuative in

size.

One wonders

if this pattern can be

toy horses which Freud described

traced

to the miniature

in his discussion of little Hans'

pretense.
The possibility that scale may influence early pretense
behavior becomes more obvious when
Gibson's concept of affordance

taken within the context of

(Gibson,

Gibson,

affordances of objects are what

object,

because of its

size,

throwing,

or rolling.

influence

the nature of

which would,
example,

in turn,

a baby doll

1982).

According to

they offer or furnish.

An

shape, etc., may afford grasping,

Consequently,

the scale of an object may

the child's motoric

response to that object

evoke different pretend play behavior.
the size of an adult hand

baby)

may elicit different motoric

times

that size

(1/x th size of real

responses than a doll

(3/x th size of real baby).

For

The scale of

three
the

smaller doll may elicit careful and detailed one-handed
manipulation, which might evoke a bedtime routine theme;
using one hand
face up,

to place

putting

with a blanket.

the doll carefully on the bed,

that is,

turning the

the doll's arms down by its sides and covering it
The

larger baby doll, however,
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may elicit larger,

coordinated arm motions which would evoke a nurturing theme,
involving picking up the doll, cradling or rocking it, while
perhaps also feeding it.

The affordances furnished bv the object's

scale, then, may influence the child's pretend play behavior.
The possibility of an object affording behavior which is then
used

to represent or symbolize an event is suggested by Gibson in

his mention of the affordance of an object which, when applied to a
surface, leaves a trace.

"The tool may be a stylus, cravon, pen,

or pencil, but if it marks the surface it can be used to depict and
to write

, to represent scenes and to specify words" (1979, p.134).

In the same manner,
actions.

the scale of a toy affords certain

In his or her use of the toy, the child performs some of

these actions.

Through the sensory-motor experience of these

actions, a mental image of a previously experienced performance or
event is evoked and the child constructs its representation;
is,

that

the child acts 'as if' he or she were drinking water from an

empty cup.

Younger children may be more likely to only construct

events which they themselves have enacted, while older children may
construct events which they have observed and not necessarily
enacted.
The manner in which a toy's scale affects children's pretense
may be of interest to both the clinician and the academician.
Perhaps there are instances in which the use of child-sized toys
would be more effective in therapeutic settings with children.
Likewise, it is possible that toy scale is yet another variable to
be considered in the investigation of the complex and interactive
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relationship between the child's ability to pretend and the object
with which he or she makes believe.

The next chapter describes a

study which attempts to explore these possibilities by
systematically investigating the influence of toy scale on pretend
play.

CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
This chapter includes a list of hypotheses which were tested
concerning the relationship between scale and pretend play, a
description of the research design, sampling procedures and
subjects, data collection, coding procedures and categories,
instrumentation, and reliability procedures and scores.
Hypotheses
This section includes a list of hypotheses which were tested
concerning the relationship between scale and pretend play.

Each

hypothesis is followed by a brief explanation for the proposed
relationship.

The following hypotheses were proposed concerning

the effects of scale on young children's pretend play.
1.

The smaller replica display will elicit more actions involving

neatness and attention to detail.
The small size of the toys will require careful handling and
manipulation. These controlled motoric responses will evoke
themes which include attention to such details as tucking the
blanket under or around the doll in the crib during a bedtime
theme or concern with the placement of the comb, toothbrush,
and toothpaste on the table during a grooming theme.
2.

The smaller replica display will elicit more thematic

transitions.
One could reason that while moving the small scale dolls in his
or her enactment of a theme, the child would encounter both
physically and visually more small scale props than he or she
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would with the larger scale dolls, and that these encounters
would evoke more thematic transitions.
enactment of a trip theme,

For example, in the

the child might move a snail scale

doll 10 inches from the doll bed to the table and chairs.
the course of moving the doll,

In

the child would visually and

motorically encounter all the small scale props.

The child may

then change his or her trip theme to a bedtime, grooming, or
setting the table theme in response to the other props
af fordances.
3.

The smaller replica display will elicit more freauent use of a

falsetto voice.
The diminutive size of the toys may evoke the use of "small" or
constrained vocalizations.
4.

The smaller replica display will elicit more object-to-object

actions.
The smaller size of the objects will allow children to
manipulate one object in each hand, suggesting the possibility
of relating the objects to each other in the enactment of a
pretend play theme.
with one hand,

For example, when holding one small doll

the child's other hand is free to pick up the

other doll. Holding a doll in each hand may then evoke an
interactive theme, which could involve one doll talking to the
other.
5. The smaller replica display will elicit more efforts to
spatially arrange the props.
The size of the smaller objects requires careful handling,
which will result in an interest in arranging objects.
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6. The larger replica display will elicit more object-to-self
actions.
The larger toys will afford actions which will involve
coordinated hand and arm motions.

These motoric responses may

evoke a nurturing theme which is characterized by the child
cradling, rocking, or holding to soothe or feed the doll.
7.

The larger replica display will elicit more social role

playing.
The larger toys will afford actions which will involve
coordinated hand and arm motions.

These motoric responses may

o

evoke a theme which is characterized bv the child cradling,
rocking, and holding to soothe or feed the doll, which may, in
turn, elicit social role playing as caregiver.
the larger dolls'

In addition,

size being nearer to that of the child might

make it more likely that the child would identify with the
larger dolls.

Consequently, the child might experience a

stronger emotional response to the big dolls' being dropped and
"hurt", which might,

in turn, evoke social role play as the

injured doll's parent.
8. The larger replica display will elicit more realistic
attribution of meaning to time.
The time required to enact the motoric responses involved in
handling the larger toys in the act of pretense is similar to
the child's experience of time in her real life activity.
example,

For

the amount of time it takes a child to pretend to comb

the hair of the larger doll is similar to the amount of time it
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takes the child to comb his or her own or mother's hair.
Subsequently,

the pretense of time passing may be enacted by

the child by waiting for a longer period of time for the larger
doll to wake up, or for the larger tea pot to get hot than he
or she would wait for the smaller toys to change states over
time.
9.

The larger replica display will elicit more actions indicating

internal or psychological states of the dolls.
Object-to-self play is predicted to occur more frequently when
the children are using the larger scale dolls.

Examples of

this play may include such behaviors as hugging, kissing, or
stroking.

These actions may then evoke representations of

being hugged, kissed, or stroked during which the child
experienced sensations or emotions such as fear, happiness, or
hunger.

The child mav then attribute these sensations to the

doll.
The following hypotheses were proposed concerning the effects
of age on pretend play.
1.

The difference scores between the large and small scale

measures of theme transitions will be greater in the 3-year-old
group.
In the course of their play with the smaller replica toys,

the

younger children are more apt to experience frustration in
their handling of the small replicas and would therefore be
more likely to change their play themes to those which require
less motoric control.
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2.

The older children will demonstrate a greater number of

different types of themes.
Nicolich (1977) and Belsky and Most (1981) report young
children's early pretense becomes characterized by increasingly
coordinated, sequential combinations of pretend acts.

In

addition, children become increasingly less dependent on
contextual cues in their enactment of pretense (Fein,

1981).

The tendency to combine and sequence pretend acts and decreased
reliance on contextual support will be reflected in a greater
number of different types of themes in the older age group.
Research Design
The research design of this study is an experimental 2x2X2
factorial design.

The statistical analyses are based on the

differences in pretend play between groups of children who are
presented different scales of a replica object display.

The

independent variables are age (3 and 5 years old), sex (male and
female), and replica scale (large and small).

The dependent

variables are measures of pretend play which include the following:
1.

Attention to detail
This measure is used to test the hypothesis that the smaller
replica display will elicit more actions involving neatness and
attention to detail.

2.

The use of falsetto voice
This measure is used to test the hypothesis that the smaller
replica display will elicit more frequent use of a falsetto
voice.
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3.

Obiect-to-oblect pretense
This measure is used to test the hypotheses that the smaller
replica display will elicit more ob.1 ect-to-ob.1ect actions.

4.

Self-to-obiect pretense
This measure is used to test the hypotheses that the larger
replica display will elicit mor object-to-self actions.

5.

Role-playing
This measure is used

to test the hypothesis that the larger

replica display will elicit more role-playing.
6.

Themes
This measure is used to test the hypotheses that the smaller
replica display will elicit more thematic transitions and that
the larger replica display will elicit more nurturing themes.
This measure is also used to test the hvpothesis that the older
children will demonstrate a greater number of different types
of themes.

7.

Attribution of meaning to time
This measure is used to test the hypothesis that the larger
replica display will elicit more actions which attribute more
realistic meaning to time.

8.

Spatial arrangement
This measure is used to test the hypothesis that the smaller
replica display will elicit more efforts to spatially arrange

I

the props.
9.

Internal state
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This measure is used to test the hypothesis that the larger
replica display will elicit more actions indicating internal or
psychological states of the dolls.
There were 28 subjects,

14 3-year-olds and 14 5-vear-olds.

Half of the subjects were female, half were male.

Each child was

presented one replica display on two separate occasions.

S/he was

presented in one session the smaller scale display and in the other
session,

the larger scale display.

counterbalanced.

Order of presentation was

Each child's play session was videotaped and

subsequently coded.
Sampling Procedures
The subjects for this study were recruited from the University
of Vermont Early Childhood Development Center and several local
child care centers.
income families.

The majority of the children came from middle

Letters were sent home to the parents of the

age-designated children enrolled in the early childhood programs.
The letters requested permission to invite their child to leave the
classroom for 15 to 20 minutes on two separate occasions, and
included a brief explanation of the study, a description of the
task, and an offer to discuss the study in more detail with any
interested parents.

In addition, parents were assured that the

results would be made available to them.
Consent.)

(See Appendix A. Letter of

Subjects
The subjects in this study were 14 3-year-olds (age range,
2.10 - 3.2 years: M = 3.0 years) and 14 5-year-olds (age range,
4.10 - 5.2 years : x = 5.0 years ) who were enrolled in a
university early childhood program and several local child care
centers, and whose parents consented to their participation.
Data Collection
The examiner spent approximately 4 hours in each child care
setting before inviting the children whose parents had consented to
their participation to accompany her to a relatively protected area
adjacent to the classroom.

Children who did not want to accompany

the examiner were asked again the following day.

One 5-year-old

boy and one 3-year-old girl refused to join the examiner.

Two

3-year-old boys came to the testing situation with some reluctance,
and did not become engaged in the task.
subsequently replaced.

These two children were

The rest of the children appeared to be

interested in the toys and began to play with them quickly and with
enthusiasm.

Although the noise level was fairly high in some of

the testing situations,

the subjects who were playing with the toys

did not appear to be distracted.
Each child was presented the replica display in a standardized
manner.

Each session was videotaped.

Sessions were between 2 and

7 days apart.
The examiner brought the child to an area which was somewhat
protected from the activity of the classroom and presented the
child with a kaleidoscope as a warm-up toy.
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When the child had

finished playing with the kaleidoscope, the examiner asked the
child if she or he would like to play with some different toys.
The examiner then arranged the dishware on the dinner table, the
groomers on the table by the bed, and. placed the two dolls nearby.
She then told the child there were more toys in the basket and that
she had brought all these toys for the child to play with in any
way she or he wanted.

The examiner also told the child she would

.iust sit nearby and watch her or her play through the camera.
The examiner did not initiate conversation with the children,
but responded to their overtures in a friendly manner.
possible,

Whenever

the examiner responded to the children's statements or

questions by repeating them.

This practice appeared to convey the

examiner's interest in what the children

were doing or saving, but

did not stimulate conversation.
Instrumentation: Replica Displays
A doll replica display in two scales was developed.
Figures 1 and 2:

Small and Large Scale Displays.)

(See

Dolls and

accompanying props were chosen because research findings indicate
house/family play props are some of the most preferred (Rubin,
1977).
In order to set off the displays, the smaller displav was
presented on a dark colored flannel-covered surface; the larger
display was arranged around a small dark colored carpet.

Each doll

display consisted of two dolls, one bed with a removable mattress,
blanket, and pillow,
two saucers,

two tables and two chairs, a bottle,

two plates,

two cups,

two forks, two spoons, a tea pot, a
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«

toothbrush and
child-sized

toothpaste

tube,

and a hair brush and comb.

rocking chair was placed next

larger scale dolls were a babv doll,
and

a 21

inch girl doll.

approximately 2

approximately 14

The

inches long

The smaller scale dolls were a baby doll,

inches long,

and a 3

accompanying props were matched
Were

to each display.

A

inch girl doll.

in scale

The

to the dolls.

The

dolls

similar in design and construction.
Coding Procedures
A decision was made

While

this procedure was very time consuming,

options

of

it was

felt that

lose potentially significant data.

Consequently,

the primary investigator coded all tapes for all variables, 3

different coders were used
language,

actions,

and

to establish reliability for the

theme measures,

respectively.

The primary investigator coded all the sessions three
Themes were

coded

in one pass,

and actions were coded

language,

and actions.

every 7

sessions.

hypotheses and viewed
than

the

in the last pass.

A second coder was used

the

The

second coders were naive to the study's

the

randomly chosen tapes at different times

primary investigator.

same

themes,

The second coder viewed approximately 1 out

When there were disagreements

coding category, both coders viewed the tapes

on

times.

language was coded in another pass,

to establish reliability for each of the codings of

of

the

time sampling or coding some uniform portion of each

session would
while

to code each session in its entirety.

category.
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in a

together and agreed

Examples of

themes

setting

the

a

rough-housing,

trip,

variables
the

table,

included

nurturing,

included bedtime,

serving,

reprimanding,

talked

talked

to her/him,

grooming,

and

instances in which

child pretended one doll

pretended a doll
the

recorded

feeding/eating,

picnicking,

tidying.

the child

Language

talked

to the other doll,

child commented on the doll’s psychological state.
language utterances was -also

the

pretending

child

or herself,

the

to use one of

recorded.

spatial configuraton,

and

the child
or

The total

Actions

Included

the props in relationship to him

child pretending to use one of

relationship to another prop,

to the doll,

the child used baby talk,

number of

taking

the props in

the child arranging the props in a

the child arranging or pretending with

exceptional care or attention to detail.
Coding Categories
One coder viewed each child's play session on three separate
occasions
naive
The

to

to code
the

themes,

language,

and actions.

study’s hypotheses, was used

A second coder,

to establish reliability.

following list includes examples of the coding categories.

Appendix B:

Coding Manual

(See

for listing of coding categories and

specific coding instructions.)
The

coders employed

the

foiling list in scoring the children's

actions:
1.

Actions

relating object-to-object

Child enacts pretense of one doll
talking

to other doll,

tea pot

into cup,

feeding,

putting to bed,

child enacts pretense of pouring from

putting toothpaste on toothbrush.
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2.

Actions

relating object-to-self

Child hugs,

cradles,

rocks,

child enacts pretense of
combing hair,
3.

Actions

talks

to doll as

feeding self,

if doll is alive:

drinking from cup,

brushing hair.

involving arrangement

Child

places props

props

in a row,

in spatial configuration,

such as

lining up

placing dishes and utensils in standard plate

setting configuration.
4.

Neatness,
Child

attention to detail

tucks blanket under or around doll in crib;

arranges dishware,

5.

spoons with care;

in a sitting position.

Attribution of meaning

to time

to pour from kettle, drink from cup or bottle,

for more than three
The

of
Use

of

language:

announces

("I'm the baby's mother")

and performs actions

falsetto voice
talks or vocalizes with high pitched voice.

Language directed
Child

4.

following list in scoring the

caregiver.

Child
3.

the

Role playing
Child

2.

beats.

coders employed

children's
1.

child positions arms or

legs when placing doll

Child pretends

child

talks

to doll

Language directed
Child

to doll

from doll

pretends doll

picnic!" "Yeah,

("Go to sleep,

is

baby").

to doll

talking to other doll

let's go!").
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("Let's go on a

5. Language directed from doll to child
Child pretends doll is talking to him/herself ("Are you ny
mommy?").
The following is a partial list used in scoring the children's
themes:
1.

Bedtime
Child puts doll in crib, covers doll with blanket.

2.

Feeding/eating
Child passes spoon over dish, puts spoon to doll's mouth, may
make eating or chewing sounds; puts bottle to doll's mouth, may
make sucking sounds; child holds spoon in doll's hand, doll
feeds self; child feeds self.

3.

Setting table
Child puts dishware, silverware on table, puts chairs around
table, places doll(s) on chairs at table.

4.

Nurturing
Doll is cradled by child or other doll in hand or arms, doll
may be rocked and/or sung or crooned to.

5.

Serving
Child or doll pours tea into cup(s); puts food onto plates.

6.

Grooming
Child or doll brushes child's or doll's hair; puts toothpaste
on toothbrush; brushes child's or doll's teeth or hair.

7.

Picnicking
Child spreads out blanket, puts dishware and dolls on blanket
may announce "We're going on a picnic.

8.

Taking a trip
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Child puts one chair in front of the other, puts doll in chair,
makes car noises, may say "She's going on a trip."
9.

Reprimanding
Child shakes doll, puts doll in bed, may say, "You bad child!
You go to bed."

10. Rough-housing
Child pretends doll jumps off bed, crashes into table, flips
over.
11. Tidying
Child makes bed, re-arranges groomers, re-arranges furniture.
Reliability
Reliability was calculated as the total number of agreements
between the two coders divided by the total number of agreements
and disagreements.

Reliability between the two coders for

instances of conversational language which included the child
talking to the doll and the doll talking to the other doll was 81.5
%.

Reliability for the falsetto voice category was 71%, and for

internal state, 75%.

Coders agreed 100% of the time in their

identification of instances of role-playing.
the

Reliability between

two coders for themes was 85% averaged across all themes.

Reliablility between coders for pretense was 88%, and for
arrangement was 83%.

Coders were not able to establish an overall

reliability quotient for attention-to-detail or attribution of
meaning to time which was better than chance.
variables were not analyzed.
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Consequently, these

Data Analysis
A 2 x 2 x 2 (ape x sex x scale ) repeated measures analysis of
variance design was used to analyze the dependent measures themes,
falsetto voice, object-to-object, arrangement, object-to-self,
nurturing, internal state, and theme variety.

Chi square analysis

was used to analyze the effects of scale on role play.

A \t\-test

was employed to test the hypothesis that the difference scores
between the large and small measures of theme transitions would be
greater in the 3-year-old

group.
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Figure 1. Small Scale Display.
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Figure 2. Large Scale Display.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the statistical analyses
performed on the data collected in this study.

Because the

children were told they could play with the toys in any way they
wanted for as Ion* as they wanted,

the range of scores between

subjects on each variable proved to be considerable.

To reduce

variability for the purpose of analysis,

the scores for all

variables were converted to percentages.

(See Table 1 for

conversion formulas.)

The variable,

role play, was scored as being

either present or non-present in each session.

Table 2 presents

the percentage means and standard deviations for each of the
dependent measures used in the repeated measures ANOVA's.
To test the hypotheses concerning the effects of scale, a 2 x
2x2 repeated measures ANOVA (age x sex x scale) was performed on
the following dependent measures:

thematic transitions,

falsetto

voice, object-to-object, arrangement, object-to-self, nurturing,
and internal state.

No significant effects of sex were found, and

no interactions were significant.

The F values for the age and

scale factors for each of the dependent variables are presented in
Table 3.

A significant main effect for age was found for thematic

transitions, with the older children demonstrating significantly
more thematic transitions than the younger children.

The results

also show a significant main effect for scale on arrangement, with
the smaller scale eliciting a significantly greater proportion of
efforts to arrange the props in spatial configurations.
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A

significant main effect for scale on ob.1ect-to-self was also found,
with a greater proportion of object-to-self pretense demonstrated
with the larger scale props.
Because the variable, role play, was coded as either present
or non-present for each session, chi square analysis was employed
to test the hypothesis that the larger scale disply would elicit
more role play.

However, results indicate a high probability that

children who role play with the larger props will also role play
with the smaller props ( x2

(N = 28) = 11.28, _p < .01).

To test the hypothesis concerning the effects of age on theme
variety, a repeated measures 2x2x2 ANOVA (age x sex x scale)
was performed.

Table 3 presents the results from this analysis.

No significant main effect for age was found on theme variety.
To test the hypothesis that the difference scores between the
large and small scale measures for theme transitions would be
greater in the younger group, a dependent t-test was performed on
the resulting difference scores.

Results did not indicate a

significant relationship (t (28) = .011).
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TABLE l
Conversion Formulas for Dependent Variables

Themes

[(total themes scored - 1) / (length of
session)] x 100

Falsetto voice

[(total falsetto utterances) / (total
utterances)] x 100

Object-to-object

{[(total ob_iect-to-ob1ect actions) / (total
scored actions)1 + [(total oblect-to-object
utterances) / (total utterances + 1)]} x 100

Arrangement

[(total arrangement actions) / (total scored
actions)] x 100

Obiect-to-self

{((total object-to-self actions) / (total
scored actions)] + [(total object-to-self
utterances) / (total utterances)]} x 100

Nurturing theme

[(total nurturing themes) / (total scored
themes)] x 100

Internal state

[(total internal state utterances) / (total
utterances)] x 100

Theme variety

[(total different themes) / (length of
session)] x 100
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TABLE 3
Effects of Ape and Scale on Dependent Measures

Dependent Measure

Age

F

Scale

df

F

df

4.02

1, 23

26.92***

1, 23

Arrangement

.48

1, 23

13.74***

1, 23

Obj ect-to-object

.63

1, 23

.53

1, 23

7.81*

1, 23

1.06

1, 23

Theme variety

.49

1, 23

.51

1, 23

Nurturing

.10

1, 23

. 66

1, 23

Falsetto voice

.77

1, 23

.39

1, 23

Internal state

.00

1, 23

.08

1, 23

Obj ect-to-self

Themes

*£< .05

**p<.01

***£<.001
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION
This chapter includes a discussion of results obtained from
statistical analyses, as well as a discussion of certain aspects,
more qualitative in nature, of the children's use of the replica
props.

In addition,

the potential interest that this study's

findings may have to both the academician and the clinician is
discussed.
Findings From Statistical Analyses on Effects of Scale
The results from this study support the hypothesis that a
toy's scale
play.

influences certain aspects of young children's pretend

Specifically, findings from this study indicate that

preschool-aged children are more likely to engage in play
identified as involving object-to-self pretense when using
relatively larger scale toys.

Analysis also uncovered a

significant relationship between scale and arrangement, supporting
the hypothesis that preschool-aged children are more likely to
arrange the smaller scale props in spatial configurations.
The hypotheses generated in this study were based on both
theory and research.

The ecological theories of both Lewin (1935;

1936) and Gibson (1979;

1982) propose a relationship between

certain measures of behavior and the environment.

While research

findings covering a broad spectrum of behavioral and environmental
variables support the existence of this relationship, the question
of whether an object’s scale affects young children’s pretend play
had not yet been addressed.
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The findings from this study are best discussed from the
theoretical framework of Gibson’s (1982) concept of affordances.
One can describe the child's motoric response to an object as being
shaped by the object's affordances.
object,

With each manipulation of the

the child performs and refines the action which the object

affords.

These manipulations involve imperceptible and continuous

sensory-motor calculations and adjustments of the parameters of
compatibility between the object's features and the child's motoric
manipulations.
The hypotheses generated in this study propose a link between
the child's motoric manipulation of the object and his or her
symbolic play.
capacity,

In concert with the child's developing symbolic

the action afforded by the object may evoke a

representation of a past experience.

The child may then re-enact

the past experience, using the object "as if" it were serving its
functional purpose.
How is this explanation relevant to the findings of this
study?

One of the strongest relationships uncovered in this

investigation is between scale and object-to-self pretend play.
This play was characterized by the children's pretending to use the
toy with respect to their own bodies.

For example, the children

were more likely to engage in behavior such as pretending to drink
from the larger scale cup or to groom with the larger scale comb.
On the basis of Gibson's theory, we can assume that the larger
scale toys'

affordances shaped the young child's manipulations.

The scale of the larger cup affords both grasping and containing a
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mouthful" of liquid.

The handle of the larger scale comb affords

being grasped in the palm of one's hand and the comb's teeth afford
the act of separating tangles of hair.

These familiar affordances,

in turn, evoke the child's representation of previous motoric
experiences.
pretense.

She enacts these representions and frames them as

She "drinks" from the empty cup, making loud smacking

and slurping sounds; she "combs" her hair, without really touching
her head.

The strong relationship between scale and object-to-self

pretense uncovered in this study supports this position.
The smaller scale toys, on the other hand, afford quite
different manipulations.

The scale of the smaller cup does not

afford grasping by hand.

Instead,

the diminuative size affords a

pincer grasp between thumb and forefinger.

Nor does the small

scale cup afford containing a mouthful of liquid - perhaps a
dropperful at most.

The smaller scale comb also affords a pincer

grasp while its size hardly affords the separation of tangles of
hair.
Several hypotheses were generated on the basis of this
interpretation of the smaller props affordances.

It was

hypothesized that the diminutive size of the smaller props affords
the manipulation of two props at a time, one in each hand, which
would, in turn, suggest either the possibilitv of relating the
ob.lects to each other in pretense or in a spatial arrangement.

The

findings from this study provide partial support for these
hypotheses.

There were significantly more efforts to arrange the

ob.lects in spatial configurations with the smaller props than with
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the larger props.

Examples of arrangements with the small props

included lining up all of the props in a long straight row,
stacking props to form a balanced structure, and positioning the
props to form the outline of a geometric shape, such as a square.
However, analysis did not uncover a significant relationship
between scale and object-to-object pretense.

The smaller scale

props appear to provoke actions which suggest an interest in
exploring how the objects relate to each other in space, rather
than an interest in relating the objects in an enactment of
pretense.

One might speculate children older than those used in

this study would be more inclined to use the smaller props in the
service of pretense, since they would be potentially less
interested in exploring the spatial properties of the props.

Prop

arrangement may be conceptually linked to object exploration, in
that a child is investigating the physical properties of the
objects, albeit in relationship to other objects.

Similar to the

developmental trend from exploration to pretend play (Belsky &
Most,

1981), one might find a similar developmental progression

from arrangement to pretense with the smaller scale props.
This study hypothesized a greater frequency of theme
transitions with the smaller size props.

This hypothesis was based

on the assumptions that the child would encounter more props in her
enactment of pretense because of the
would

relatively small space they

fill, which would in turn, evoke more theme transitions.

Although the relationship between scale and theme transition did
not reach significance,

the results do reveal a trend in the
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predicted direction.

It is possible that the child was more apt to

change his or her theme as a result of both visually and
motorically encountering the smaller props.

It also appeared to be

the case that the smaller props did require greater fine motor
control, and that the children did appear to experience
difficulties in their manipulation and positioning of the smaller
props. However, the larger props also presented problems to the
children's manipulations in that the children were also observed to
frequently stumble over or knock over the larger props.

The

following excerpt describes the problems frequently encountered by
the children during their handling of the large scale replicas.
S. places the baby on one chair, and the girl doll on the
other.
The baby falls off the chair, so S. turns to put the
baby back.
While doing so, the big doll falls off its chair.
After S. puts the baby doll back on its chair, she tries to
once again put the girl doll back in its chair.
It falls off
again.
She puts it back on again.
"I'm 'frusterated' getting her on.
I'm 'frusterated.'
She's
goin' to fall down!" she cries in mounting exasperation.
S.
leaves the doll on the floor, and begins to clear the table,
picks up the pitcher and bottle from the floor and puts them
back in the basket with the rest of the dishware. She goes back
to the doll, and tries once again to put it on the chair.
"I'm
getting 'frusterated,'" she repeats.
She puts the doll in the
rocker and rests its feet against the table.
Finally, success.
As in S.'s case, perhaps the children changed their themes in
response to frustration with their clumsiness when using the larger
props just as they may have changed their themes in response to
frustration with their lack of fine motor control when using the
smaller props.
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Several other predicted relationships were not significant.
Low reliability may explain why some of these relationships did not
reach significance.

The relationship between scale and the

dependent measures internal state and use of falsetto voice were
not significant.

Establishing reliability for these measures was

extremely difficult.

Both use of falsetto voice and internal state

were language measures.

There was a great deal of background noise

during many of the sessions and the equipment used to tape the
sessions did not have a very sensitive microphone.

In addition,

the coders found it difficult to code for falsetto voice and
internal state while also coding instances of obiect-to-self
utterances, object-to-object utterances, and recording the total
number of utterances as well.
A hypothesis was proposed that there would be more incidents
of role playing with the larger scale props.

Although a highly

significant correlation was found between children's plav with the
large and small scale replicas, it appears to reflect the
probability that a child who role plays with one set of props will
role play with the other set of props.

For example, of the 8

children who role played with the larger props, 5 of them also role
played with the smaller props, and of the 20 children who didn't
role play with the larger props, 19 of them also didn't role play
with the smaller props.

In fact, very few instances of role play

are recorded for either scale.

Six sessions are recorded as

involving role play with the smaller scale display, and 8 sessions
are recorded with the larger scale display.
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This low frequency of

role play may be due to the very restrictive coding criteria
employed to code this measure.

In order to be credited with role

play, a child had to both announce his or her role (I"m the
Mommy!

) and perform an action which was role appropriate (taking

the children to day care).

Some children did announce a role but

did not perform any related actions, while other children appeared
to be enacting a role, but did not declare their identity.

Perhaps

a coding system which was less restrictive would at least have
generated more data.
Finally, an argument was developed on previous pages that the
o

larger scale of the dolls might influence the thematic content of
the children's play as well.

When lifted, the larger scale dolls

might afford being held with one or both arms while being supported
against the child's torso.

This position might then evoke a

representation of cradling or hugging which the child has
experienced in the past.

The child might then enact this

representation in pretense characterized as nurturing behavior.
Although this hypothesis is not supported by a significant
relationship between scale and the frequency of nurturing as a
theme,

the data does suggest a trend in the predicted direction.

In summary,

the hypothesis that the child’s handling of the

larger scale toys evokes representations of previously performed
actions afforded by their standard size counterparts is supported
by this study's findings.

Specifically, results from this study

suggest that the larger scale props elicited more actions involving
oblect-to-self pretense, while the smaller scale props elicited
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significantly more efforts
Moreover,

to spatially arrange the props.

a greater number of

theme

transitions were

the children's pretend play with the smaller props,

identified

in

although this

relationship did not reach significance.
Findings From Statistical Analyses on Effects of Age
Age differences were predicted
predicted

that

in this study.

It was

the younger children would demonstrate more

changes with the smaller replica display than would
children.

No

difficulties
props.

A main effect

larger scale

for age was uncovered in terms of

theme

with the older children demonstrating a greater

proportion of
may

found,

probably due to the previously described

the children had in manipulating the

transitions,

the older

interaction effect between scale and age was

however, which is

theme

theme changes during a session.

reflect Bretherton's

(1984)

suggestion of

This relationship
the increasing

tendency of older children to use episode combinations.
Finally,

it was hypothesized

that

the older children would

demonstrate a significantly greater percentage of different types
of

themes.

No such relationship was uncovered.

Perhaps

the prop

displays which were presented were not conducive to the enactment
of a wide

range of

were

structured may have elicited a greater variety of themes

less

(Pulaski,

1973),

themes.

and

allowed

The inclusion of additional props which

the effects of

evident.
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scale to be more

To summarize, results from statistical analyses suggest scale
does affect certain aspects of young children's pretend play.

The

most dramatic relationships were found between scale and a form of
young children's pretense identified as object-to-self, and between
scale and young children’s efforts to arrange the props in spatial
configurations.

A larger sample size and refined coding and

reliability procedures may result in identifying additional
relationships between scale and young children's pretend play
behavior.
Qualitative Data
A major task of this study was the development of a coding
system to record and quantify behavior which was identified as
relevant to the proposed hypotheses.

During the course of coding

the tapes, however, it became apparent that the coding system was
not sensitive to certain qualitative aspects of the children's
behavior.

This section discribes some of these qualitative aspects

of the children's use of the replica displays which were noted
during the coding of the tapes.
The Quality of Affect
While coding the tapes, the primary coder was impressed by the
quality of affect which was sometimes demonstrated during the
children's play with the large scale display.
negative and positive.

This affect was both

For example, after rocking and feeding the

baby doll, one of the 5-year-old girls carries the baby to the bed
where she has already placed the girl doll.
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pushes the doll roughly against the mattress.

The following is another excerpt which describes a harsh and
punitive affect which accompanies a 5-year-old's play with the
large scale girl doll.
Putting the doll in a chair at the table, M. points a finger at
it and says sternly, "Now, you'll eat breakfast.
And if you
don t then there’s nothing for the rest of the night."
She
continues to feed the doll and says, "You don't want it?
That's it.
There's nothing for the rest of the night...Only
want your chicken?...1'm still feeding it to you.
That's wha t
you get."
The large scale replica display seemed to elicit positive
affect as well.

For example, the children's nurturing of the large

scale dolls often had an intimate and caring quality.

The

following excerpts describe several observations of different
children's play with the large scale dolls.
L. puts both dolls to bed, feeds the baby with the bottle, and
kisses the baby on the mouth.
She tries to kiss the girl doll
also, but can't reach it.
She moves around to get in a better
position.
She kisses the girl doll lightly on the head, and
gently strokes her hair.
K. is sitting on the bed, facing the girl doll.
She is talking
to the doll, craning her neck to maintain an en face position.
"...Cuz they have a mouth like you (points to the doll's
mouth), and they have eyes.
But they don't have little noses
(touches doll's nose)."
She starts to sing a song to the doll,
and then says, "Like that song? No? Like this."
She sings a different song.
As she sings, she looks at the
doll expectantly, and doesn't finish the verse.
She asks,
"What?"
She is asking the doll for the missing word to finish
the verse.
She then continues singing.
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After a prolonged period of comforting the baby doll (which had
alien and "hurt her back"), H. cautions with concern in her
voice, 'You gotta be careful, honey."
The possibility that scale may influence the affective quality
of a child's response to a toy could be valuable information to the
clinician.

A coding system could be easily designed which would be

sensitive to children's affective behavior during their replica
play.
Personal Recollections
The large scale replica also seemed to elicit more play which
the children identified as, or was suggestive of, events in their
own personal lives, such as the following:
P. puts the big doll on her hip, holds its hands, and dances.
"This is what Mommy does to me."
T. puts the rocking chair beside the bed.
He re-covers the
baby doll, gently stroking it, and then re-positions the
blanket.
"He's kind of like Matt," he says, stroking the baby
again.
"We saw Matt at the hospital.
[We] saw Matt, and he
was so cute...You know what? His toes? It looked like it was
too early for him to come out, but it wasn't." He continues to
stroke the baby.
Since statements of this kind were not recorded in any
systematic way, we have no way of knowing if children were in fact
more likely to reflect on past experiences when using the larger
scale replicas.

It's possible that some children represented a

past experience by recounting it through language, rather than
through pretense.

Perhaps a combined category which included

instances of both role-play and personal reflections would have
been sensitive to the extent to which the larger replica display
evoked

representations of events which the children witnessed or

experienced.
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Thematic Content
While there were no significant sex differences in terms of
theme transitions, the kinds of themes enacted by the hoys appeared
to be different than those of the girls.

For example, of the 69

instances in which the theme was identified as involving
rough-house play, 48 of them were enacted by the boys.
investigation of children's replica plav, Wolfe et al.

In their
(1984)

report a tendency of the boys to enact themes which involved the
actors'

actions, while the girls appeared to enact themes which

were more likely to involve the more psychological aspects of the
actors.

The boys' more frequent enactment of rough-house play may

provide evidence of this gender difference in replica play.

One

might look for additional support for Wolfe's position of sex
differences in thematic orientation in this study's use of the
variable, internal state.

While no sex differences are uncovered

in terms of children's portrayal of the dolls'

internal state, the

trend is in the predicted direction, with the girls demonstrating
more behaviors indicating the dolls'

internal state than the boys.

Improved audio-recording, coding and reliability procedures may
have resulted in the finding of significant gender differences in
the enactment of internal state.
Potential Usefulness of Findings
Results from this study suggest that a toy’s scale may
influence a young child's pretend play.

To the researcher who is

interested in the role that the object plays in pretense, this
study's findings provide evidence of a relationship between one
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particular aspect of an object, its scale, and certain measures of
early pretend play behavior.

In addition,

the theoretical

significance of this study rests in the possible link suggested by
the findings between behavior which is shaped by an object's
affordances and symbolic thought.

For example, one of the earliest

forms of pretense is characterized,by the child pretending to carry
out an act in relationship to his or her own body.

As the child

manipulates an object, a mental image of a previous manipulation of
that object or of another object which afforded similar actions is
evoked. The mental image evoked by the child's manipulation is the
result of the child's differentiating the object from his or her
actions.
that is,

The child acts 'as if' he or she were using the object;
the child pretends.

This study's findings may also be useful to the clinician or
practitioner.

The results indicate that professionals who work

with young children should consider scale in their toy selection.
For example,

the absense of self-representation has been reported

in the early pretense of young blind children (Fraiberg, Smith, &
Adelson,

1969).

If the clinician is hoping to provide

opportunities for a child to develop this form of pretense, this
study's findings suggest the use of larger scale toys.

In a study

of autistic children's play, lingerer and Sigman (1984) report
qualitative differences in the autistic children's play when
compared to that of normal mental age mates.

This qualitative

difference is described as a low occurrence of doll-directed play
compared to self-directed play and is explained by the authors as
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indicating the young autistic child's difficulty in differentiating
objects from the action he or she performs on them.

Perhaps the

autistic child would benefit from play with larger scale toys.

If

one s goal is to provide additional opportunities to the young
autistic child to differentiate object from action, then one might
start with providing larger scale toys which afford actions which
the child must further differentiate in subsequent levels of
symbolic play.
The data also suggest that clinicians who are interested in
provoking nurturing behavior in preschool-aged children might
consider the use of larger scale dolls.
little boys,

With the exception of

the larger scale dolls appear to evoke nurturing to a

greater extent than do the smaller scale dolls.

This information

might be particularly useful to professionals who work with an
abused or neglected population.
Finally, the relationship between scale and arrangement
uncovered in this study suggests that clinicians or educators who
are interested in provoking or strengthening a child's construction
of such early number concepts as classification or one-to-one
correspondence should probably consider the use of smaller scale
obj ects.
In summary,

the findings from this study suggest that a toy s

scale influences certain aspects of young children's pretend play.
There are, however, questions concerning the effect of scale which
remain unanswered.

For example, would a more sensitive and

reliable coding system, and a larger sample size,
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uncover

additional significant relationships?
affect influenced by a toy's scale?

Is the quality of children's
At what point along a

continuum of scale size would we no longer get significantly
different behavior?

Would extending the age range affect the

results of this study?

Continued research on the effects of scale

on pretend play is necessary to answer these questions.
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APPENDIX A: LETTER OF CONSENT
Study Title:

The Influence of Replica Scale on Pretend Plav

Dear Child Care Center Parent,
I d like to introduce myself and ask for your help.
My name
is Jeanne Goldhaber.
I have been working in the Burlington early
childhood community for the past 15 years.
Currently I share the
position of Head Teacher and part-time faculty at the Early
Childhood Development Center at the University of Vermont.
I am
also a graduate student working toward my doctoral degree in early
childhood from the University of Massachusetts.
It is as a graduate student that I need your help.
My
research topic concerns the development of make-believe in young
children.
More specifically, my research concerns how size of toys
influences children's make-believe play.
Each child who
participates in the project will have an opportunity to plav with
two sets of toys.
The two sets are identical except in terms of
size.
For example, in one set of toys one of the dolls is 21
inches tall; in the other set, the corresponding doll is 3 inches
tall.
I will be observing whether children's play with small toys
differs from their play with large toys.
I will invite each child to accompany me to a quiet area
adjacent to the classroom to play with the toys on two separate
days.
Children who do not wish to come will be invited again the
following day.
The toys will be displayed in an attractive manner
and each child will be invited to play with them in any way he/she
pleases.
Each session should take about 15 to 20 minutes and will
be video-taped.
These tapes will be studied at a later date to
identify differences in make-believe play as a consequence of toy
size, and kept for further research and teaching purposes.
However, I will certainly honor any parent's request to erase the
video-tape of his/her child's play session.
I would very much appreciate your permission to include your
child in my research.
If you are willing to allow your child to
participate, please sign the consent form on the attached page and
return it to the envelope posted beside the main entrance.
If you
have any questions or would like to learn more details of the
study, please feel free to call me at 656-4165 (days) or 864-4847
(evenings).
Furthermore, if you have any questions concerning your
child's rights as a research participant, you should feel free to
contact Caryn Gronvold at the University of Vermont (656-4067).
Sincerely,
Jeanne Goldhaber
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PARENTAL CONSENT FORM

I give permission for _ (child's name)
to participate in Jeanne Goldhaber's research on children's make
believe play.
I understand that my child will be invited on two
separate occasions to play in any way he/she wishes with a set of
toys.
I also understand that these sessions will be video-taped
and that these tapes will be kept for further research and teaching
purposes.
However, Ms. Goldhaber will erase the video-tapes of my
child's play session if I so request.
Finally, 1 understand that 1
may contact Carolyn Gromvold at the University of Vermont
(656-4067) should I have any questions about mv child's rights as a
research participant.

o
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APPENDIX R: CODING MANUAL
Coding by Props
Coding utensil (u) for arrangement (a)
Child places utensil in relationship to other utensils, plates,
or cups, or positions on table with intentional placement:
u( )a (may include typical place setting configuration or
geometric configuration, or placement of utensils in cups, on
plates, or on top of each other).
Coding utensil (u) for pretense (/)
Child pretends to feed doll with utensil or uses utensil as an
obiect other than utensil (ex., gun); u/( ).
Child pretends to feed self with utensil: u/s.
Coding plates (p), cups (c)
Same as utensils a,

for arrangement (a), pretense (/)

/.

Coding kettle (k) for arrangement (a)
Child places kettle on table or on other prop with regard to
its position on the table or with other props: k( )a.
Child takes lid off, puts lid on: ka.
Coding kettle (k) for pretense (/)
Child pretends to pour from kettle into or over other prop:

k/c );
Child pretends to pour from kettle into or mouth or over body:
k/s.
Coding toothbrush,

toothpaste, comb (g) for arrangement (a)

Child arranges groomer in particular spatial configuration (one
groomer parallel to the other, groomers at right angles to each
other): gga.
Coding groomer (g)

for pretense (/)

Child pretends to comb doll's hair, brush doll s teeth, or uses
groomer as object other than groomer (ex., gun): g/( );
Child pretends to put toothpaste on toothbrush or on other
prop:

g/(

);
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Child pretends to brush own teeth, comb own hair: g/s.
Coding tables, chairs, bed (f) for arrangement (a)
intentional placement in

Child turns furniture over and places on its side or upside
down: fa;
Child stacks furniture:

ffa.

Coding tables, chairs, bed (f) for pretense (/)
Child pretends doll uses furniture or arrangement of furniture
as a different prop (ex., tent, bus): d/f;
Child pretends to use furniture or arrangement of furniture as
a different prop: s/f.
Coding rocker (f) for arrangement (a)
Code same as furniture, but with the addition of the following
Child places doll on rocker in a sequence of arranging actions
dfa.
Coding rocker (f) for pretense (/)
Code same as furniture, but with the following additions:
Child holds doll while rocking self in rocker:

s/d;

Child puts doll in rocker, moves rocker in back and forth
motion: d/s;
Child puts doll on rocker, rocks, releases: d/f.
Coding doll (d)

for arrangement (a)

Child places doll on or beside prop without indicating
pretense, or in preparation for pretense: d( )a;
Child places doll on bed as one of a series of arrangment
actions: d( )a.
Coding doll (d) for pretense (/)
Child holds and caresses, pats, kisses, squeezes, shakes,
spanks, dances with:

d/s;
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Child puts doll on bed, putting head on pillow and/or covering
with blanket and/or indicates the doll is sleeping: d/f;
Child indicates doll is agent of action on prop: d/(
Child pretends to groom doll with groomer: g/d;
Child feeds doll with utensil: d/u.
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):

Particular Coding Instances
Arrangement (a) vs. pretense (/) with bed (f)
Child puts doll on bed and puts head on pillow and/or covers
with blanket and /or indicates doll is sleeping: d/f.
Child puts doll on bed is a series of arranging actions,: dfa.
Arrangement (a) with attention to detail (*) - Improving original
placement
'
Child goes back to original placement of prop (a), and tries to
improve, make more precise, etc., add (*) to (a): ufa*.
Arrangement (a) with attention to detail (*) ~ Preparing prop for
arrangement
Child bends doll first,

then places on chair: dfa*.

Arrangement (a) changes to attention to detail (*) when followed by
pretense
Child bends doll,

then doll performs pretend act: d/f*.

Child takes lid off kettle, pours into cup: k/c* (However, if
child takes lid off kettle but does not perform pretense, code
ka.)
Arrangement (a) with pretense (/) - Arranging to construct pretend
structure
Child arranges prop(s), then announces with last prop its
pretend identity: chair on table (ffa), chair on table (ffa),
basket on chair and announcement that resulting structure is a
castle, f/f.
Child puts doll under previous prop arrangement, indicates doll
is in the tent: d/f.
Arrangement (a) and pretense (/) when pretend agent is arranging
While handling props, child indicates she (in role) is
arranging the props: s/ua.
Child enacts doll arranging prop: d/fa.
Arrangement (a) - Setting the stage for pretense
Child arranges props without indicating pretense but setting
the stage for pretense: ufa.
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Arrangement (a) - Release and replacement
Child puts prop in particular position on table and releases:
kf a.
Child keeps moving prop to arrange (does not take hand off
prop), and finally discards prop: do not code.
Child replaces prop immediately after its fall: do not code.
Child replaces prop immediately after its fall and changes
placement: kfa.
Child removes prop and changes placement: kfa.
Arrangement (a) and doll,

table, and chairs

Child moves chair out from table, then places doll on chair:
ffa,

fda.

Child gets doll, moves chair out from table while holding doll,
then puts doll on chair: dfa only.
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Coding by Category
Object-to-object pretense
The child performs actions which relate one object to another in
pretense such as the following:
child relates pretend contents of one object to another, such
as pouring from pitcher to cup, stirring spoon in cup, putting
food on or off plate, putting toothpaste on toothbrush;
child relates object to doll, such as putting bottle, spoon, or
cup to doll's mouth as if feeding, comb to doll's hair as if
groomimg, blanket over doll's body as if covering doll in
sleep;
child relates doll to object, such as doll holding spoon, comb,
etc,
child relates doll to doll, such as one doll talking to,
holding, or dancing with other doll.
Arranging objects in space
Child performs actions which involve an intentional spatial
arrangement of objects in a visual field siich as the following:
child places object in particular position next to another
object, such as arranging the table setting so that a fork is
parallel to a spoon and/or next to the plate, a cup is next to
a plate; lines up props so that toothpaste is parallel to the
toothbrush;
child re-arranges furniture props, such as moving bed, chair,
table to different location;
child places props in unconventional positions, such as putting
chair, table, bed upside down or on side.
Attention to detail
Child performs actions which involve attending to detail such as
the following:
child arranges prop to create a particular effect, such as a
snug fit in securing blanket under mattress, over pillow,
around doll;
child tries to center props, such as trying to place cup in
center of dish;
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child tries to arrange the individual members of groupings of
similar props so that they are equidistant from each other,
such as placing each cup the same distance from Its respective
Plate; placing the forks equidistant from the spoons, the
toothbrush, toothpaste, and comb equidistant from each other;
child directs action of prop to particular target, such as
passing toothbrush carefully over doll's mouth;
child corrects placement of spoon, fork,
to be in right-side up position.

toothbrush, toothpaste

Assigns internal states
Child performs actions which involve assigning internal states to
objects such as the following:

0

child assigns feelings or states to doll, such as indicating
(with words or gestures) the doll is hurt, hungry, tired, sad,
or in need (wants).

Object-to-self pretense
Child performs actions which involve the child's relating objects
to his/her self such as the following:
child pretends to use prop with respect to his/her own body,
such as brushing own teeth with toothbrush, combing own hair,
eating from spoon or fork, nursing from bottle;
child holds, cradles, hugs, dances with,

talks to doll.

Role-playing
Child performs actions which involve role-playing such as:
child identifies her/hiraself as mother, father and performs
caregiving behaviors, such as
telling doll to be a good baby,
cautioning doll to be careful, kissing doll goodnight, rocking
doll to sleep;
child identifies self as bus driver and pretends to drive a
vehicle.
Attribution of meaning to time
Child enacts pretend action as taking a short time to perform (1 or
2 beats) or a long time to perform (3 or more beats), such as the
following:
child pretends to pour from kettle to cup for 3 or more beats;
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child pretends to feed baby from bottle for less than 3 beats;
Falsetto voice
Child talks for or to doll in high falsetto voice.
Theme transitions
Child changes a behavior or set of behaviors to a behavior or set
of behaviors which suggest a different theme of pretense, such as
the following:
child feeds baby doll with bottle, followed by putting doll in
bed and covering with blanket involves one theme transition.
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Coding Symbols
—°PS
large doll
small doll

Symbol
d
h

cup
kettle
fork
spoon

u
u

large plate
small plate

p
p

large table
small table
chair
basket
bed

f
f
f
f
f

blanket
pillow
mattress

1
1
1

toothbrush
toothpaste
comb

g
g
g

bottle

b

Theme

Symbol

Example

Bedtime

bd

Cleaning/tidies

cl

Preparing food

prep

Child pretends to prepare
meal by mixing
'ingredients.'

Setting table

set

Child sets table with
dishware, utensils

Child puts doll in bed,
covers doll with
blanket, may feed with
bottle.
Child makes bed; child
'straightens' props;
child clears and 'washes'
table.
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for meal.
Grooming

gr

Child combs own hair or
doll's: brushes
own teeth or doll's.

Nurturing

nur

Doll is cradled by child
or other doll hand or
arm: doll may be rocked
and/or sung to: doll's
back is rubbed by child
or other doll.

Doctoring/sick

doc

Child or doll is hurt:
child or doll treats
injured party.

Picnic

pic

Child places cloth on floor
or table top, puts dishes on
cloth, may announce going on
a picnic.

Rough-housing

rgh

Child throws self or doll
about area; child, doll, or
props purposefully fall
down.

Karate

kar

Child or doll karate chops
props.

Feeding/eating

fd

Child passes spoon over dish,
puts spoon to doll's or own
mouth, may make eating or
chewing noises; puts bottle
to doll or own mouth, may
make sucking noises.

Waking/AM

wk

Child or doll gets out of
bed, may stretch and yawn,
announces "It's morning
time."

Serving

School

srve

Child or doll 'pours' tea
into cup, puts 'food' onto
plates with utensils.

sch

Child announces s/he or
doll are going to school
and 'drives' or walks
there.
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Driving/trip

drive

Child arranges self or
doll(s) on props which
suggests being in a
vehicle;

Dancing

dance

may enact driving.

Child makes dolls dance;
child dances alone or with
doll(s).

Playing

play

Child indicates s/he or
dolls are playing.

Reprimanding

reprim

Child or doll scolds or
disciplines.

■Birthday

birth

Child celebrates own or
doll(s) birthday by singing
song, enacting party.

Going for walk

walk

Child enacts doll or
her/himself going for a
walk or walking.

Dressing

dress

Child

'changes’

doll's

diaper; uses blanket as
clothes.
Gas

station

gas

Child puts

'gas'

in

'car',

may check tires, have car
trouble.
Dead baby

dead

Child places doll on
surface and announces doll
is dead.

write

Writing

Child

'writes'

of bottle,

with nipple

end of utensil

of groomer on surface.
o (describe)

Other

Symbol

Language
Child

talks

to doll

Example
"Do you want more

c>d

tea?"

Child holds cup to doll's
mouth.

However,

actions

do not always occur.

Doll

talks

to doll

"Are you going to bed?"

d>d

"Yes."
Child holds one doll in
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each hand so the dolls
are facing each other.
However, possible that
child holds one or no
dolls.
Doll

talks

to child

d>c

"Are you my mommy?"
"Yes."
Child may be facing doll.
Child talks

Falsetto voice

to or for

doll in high-pitched
or falsetto voice.
Child indicates doll is
experiencing an emotion

Internal state

or sensation,

such as

hunger, sadness,
tiredness, anger, etc.
"The baby's hungry."
Example

Actions
Attention to detail

*

uf a*
Child straightens spoon
after putting it beside
plate on the table.

Spatial arrangement

uf a
Child puts spoon on

a

table.
k/c
Child pretends to pour

/

Pretense

from kettle to cup.

Passage of

time

k/cl
Child pours from kettle

1/s

to cup for a count of 3
or more beats (1) or 1
or 2 beats (s).
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